All of the contracts that were attached to the DC Postal location, ie, the Declaration of Independence and the Bill of Rights were the ONLY DOCUMENTS created by the 13 Colonies and signed by the founders of the Republic.

The US CONSTITUTION was created by "Federalists" (as they were labeled) which were some of the "friends" of the founders and known to be British Loyalists, along with a gang-load of true British Loyalists who were British Crown lovers to the core. The US CONSTITUTION was only signed by General George Washington himself. (as he was the cousin to the King of Great Britain; that's why he rode a white horse and was NEVER TO BE FIRED UPON)

The true founders REFUSED (in its face) to sign it and it was only ratified AFTER the Bill of Rights was adopted by the FEDERALISTS and agreed to. The founders knew that eventually, the British Loyalists would push the boundary's of the US CONSTITUTION and try to enforce their rule over the States in violation of their jurisdiction. So the Bill of Rights was created to specifically point out what the FEDERAL GOVERNMENT would NEVER HAVE ANY JURISDICTION OVER.

After the US CONSTITUTION was Ratified, it was BONDED to the Declaration and the Bill of Rights and made to look like it was one big document that all of the founders had signed and agreed upon; when it in fact, WAS NOT.

None of the founders of the Republic were ever happy with the Constitution, but because they were in a state of bankruptcy, one of the monarchs had to come in and open it up to international trade and commerce. So the founders chose Great Britain because they were already used to that monarchs bull-shit and knew how he would respond in almost any situation, and they weren't too sure about how
France and/or Spain's monarchs would react to certain situations that they might be placed in by the colonies disapproval's to their demands.

In 1999, the US CONSTITUTION COMPLETELY DISSOLVED. However, the Declaration and the Bill of Rights DID NOT EXPIRE and never will; nor can they ever.

So when Russell took over in DC, that former FEDERAL APPARATUS had actually dissolved legally and lawfully, by international law. So there was no more US CONSTITUTION. Which was an agreement between Great Britain and the Colonies that outlined how commerce (banking & trade) would work. Once it dissolved the former British ran FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SYSTEM was kicked out of the United States and there was no more US CONSTITUTION. (Banking and trade outline)

So Russell, now as the new Sovereign for the country, rewrote a NEW US CONSTITUTION under his rule. This was the NEW FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SYSTEM and APPARATUS. (Quantum, to be exact)

And when the bad-guys kicked him out of DC and tried to IGNORE what Russ had done, he took (SALVAGED) the entire government system, along with those original contracts and TOWED THEM down to the Original Post Office location in Philadelphia Pennsylvania and re-opened the Benjamin Franklin Post Office and that is where he re-wrote the ORIGINAL documents in quantum and attached them to his contracts under his TITLE 4 FLAG for this nation, under his correct and lawful authority. This re-opened the actual US GOVERNMENT SYSTEM BACK UP under his authority and under his rule.

That means that Washington DC is NOT the location of the FEDERAL GOVERNMENT. As a matter of fact, there is NO GOVERNMENT UP THERE AT ALL. Its one big fat scam and sham-show. THEY HAVE NO
FLAG, NO AUTHORIZATION, NO STANDING and NO JURISDICTION to operate here in the United States. They were legally and lawfully ended and kicked out. It's over up there. There is no Federal Government System up there.

After the bankruptcy ended and the British were kicked out, and there was no need to continue to run the Presidential election of 1999/2000 because we no longer needed a TRUSTEE (President) between us and Great Britain. The Florida CHADS was a scam and a side-show.

That means that the Congress was closed and needed to be rebuilt and and new congress elected, along with a new Senate and the new parameters for a President would have to be set up and a TOTALLY NEW ELECTION PROCESS for the WHOLE FEDERAL APPARATUS would have to ensue.

Everyone should have been FIRED and an entirely new group of people would have had to of been elected. Not to mention, all of the new contracts between the States and the new Quantum Federal Government System would have to built, agreed upon, and set into motion; from the top, all the way to the bottom.

And then, all of the former contracts between the United States and its allies - NOW DISSOLVED - would all have to be re-written in quantum and Russell would have to go to all of the leaders of the world, along with me - as his TREATY-CAPTAIN - and re-negotiate all of the International Trade Contracts, dissolve all of the former TREATIES, and rebuild new ones in Quantum so that the people of our country could move forward in a factual manner, free from all of the former corruption and banking fraud that we are now currently entangled in.

But, in order to enforce his rule and his standing, he needs an ARMY and a NAVY at his back to do so. Until then, he's the most
powerful global monarch on planet earth void of the ability to move his system forward because they people have very little idea that it even exists.

This is our endeavor. We MUST inform the people and the rest of the Military to the reality of this situation. It is our understanding that the quantum system will be brought forward, but we need to ENSURE that it is brought forward under Russell's rule and authority. Because I can assure you that the BAD-GUYS are trying to say that THEY CREATED IT! - And instead of this system giving power back to the people TO SHACKLE THE GOVERNMENT WITH, it will instead be used by the CRIMINALS &: CROOKS ON THIS PLANET TO FURTHER ENSLAVE TO PEOPLE TO THEIR ULTIMATE DOOM.

This is why we're talking to the COPS and SHERIFFS and all of the other "GUNS &: CLUBS" of this nation. THIS STORY MUST BE HEARD. IT MUST BE KNOWN and IT MUST BE UNDERSTOOD COMPLETELY.